
SekureMax
Simple and safe chemical storage

Your Choice,
  Our Commitment



SekureMax is an evolutionary chemical cabinet incorporating many innovative features designed to assist management of 
transport and storage costs. SekureMax has been designed to offer the best compromise between accessibility and total 
footprint whilst remaining easy to clean. Designed to be used with SEKO’s ProMax system, SekureMax can provide a neat 
solution for chemical storage for any of SEKO’s dilution dispensing systems.

SekureMax
Simple and safe chemical storage

SekureMax is flexible enough to hold multiple sizes of 
chemical container covering 5l, 2 x 2l, 3 x 1l, 2.5l and 
even 1 gallon or 0.5 gallon jug. SekureMax comes with 
the facility to lock the cabinet door using a revolving 
plug or plastic key, guaranteeing the appropriate level 
of security. 

SekureMax features a highly customizable front panel 
that allows for multiple messages to be displayed 
according to need - from training and health and safety 
to brand messages or customer communications, 
without the need for expensive mould designs. 

SekureMax 5l
Dimensions: H 14.3” x W 8.9” x D 6.9”
 H 36.3cm x 22.6cm x 17.5cm

SekureMax 2.5l
Dimensions: H 9.5” x W 6.8” x D 4.8”
 H 24.1cm x 17.3cm x 17.5cm

Features

  Semi flat pack, folding design helps drive cost savings 
during shipment and reduces space required for stock 
holding

Robust ABS lockable cabinet incorporates the 
dispenser and provides space for variable sizes of 
chemical container

Customizable front panel cover to assist in promoting 
safe communication of the chemical content or for 
customer brand promotion

The mounting bracket system provides superior 
modularity and compatibility with the ProMax and 
SekureDose ranges as well as ease of installation 

Smart design that remains easy to clean

Lockable with revolving plug or plastic key



Foldable
Enjoy the advantage of reduced shipping costs and reduce stock space

Modularity
Ultimate flexibility and modularity of the system allows exact site specific 
installation for maximum efficiency

Custom solutions
Promote your own or customer’s brand or use the 
custom options to focus on health and safety and 
correct product usage. Clean, simple design ensures 
SekureMax can always be kept clean providing the 
right image.



Your Choice,
  Our Commitment
In the modern Globalised world, being a privately 
owned Company has significant benefits especially for 
our Customers, our Partners. For over 40 years, SEKO 
has developed a Global organisation able to take the 
longer view, manage the pressure of the now, and to 
plan for the long term, delivering true Partnership for 
our Customers, with transparency and mutual respect 
for each other. 

Whether it’s for our reknown flexibility, our attention 
to detail, the high-quality products, or just the way we 
do business, we understand that it’s Your Choice to do 
business with us. It is Our Commitment to fulfill your 
needs wherever you, our Customers are.

For more information about our 
portfolio, worldwide locations, 
approvals, certifications, and 
local representatives, please visit  
www.seko.com

As part of a process of on-going product development, SEKO reserves 
the right to amend and change specifications without prior notice. 
Published data may be subject to change. 
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